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1.11 General introductio n 
Batchh processes are present in many industries and therefore, play an important role. 

Thiss chapter serves as an introduction to batch processes and statistical batch process 

monitoring.. The advantages of batch monitoring are explained as well as the concepts 

off  statistical process control (SPC). The current state of batch monitoring is outlined 

withh respect to the application areas and research. 

Thee first section gives an introduction of batch processes and for what 

productss batch processes are deployed. In the second section, the principle ideas of 

statisticall  process control are briefly explained since statistical batch process 

monitoringg originates from this. Also, some alternatives of statistical batch process 

monitoringg are discussed. Furthermore, the advantages of multivariate control charts 

versuss univariate charts are highlighted. The section ends with an overview of the 

currentt state of batch monitoring. 

1.22 Batch reactors 
Industriall  batch reactors are in many ways the simplest reactors. Reactants are 

instantaneouslyy administrated in a large stainless vessel, which is usually equipped with 

aa stirrer to keep the reactants well mixed. Next, by adding heat or initiators the 

reactionn is initiated and after a certain amount of time the reaction is finished and the 

reactantss have been converted to the desired end-products. After that, the reactor is 

readyy to produce a new batch. There are no reliable numbers concerning the market 

sharee of batch processes compared to continuous processes, but this market share is 

estimatedd to be around 50%. 
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1.2.11 DIFFERENT APPLICATION AREAS OF BATCH PROCESSING 
Batchh processing is done in many industries because of several advantages (these will 

bee discussed later). To show the diversity of products that are produced batch-wise, a 

listt is given of different application areas. (This list is not intended to be complete). 

Chemicall  industry: polymer reactions (Latex, polystyrene, methylmetacrylate, 

PVCC etc.), resins, coatings. 

Foodd industry: fat hardening, flavor products, beer. 

Pharmaceuticall  industry: antibiotics, powder mixing. 

Bio-chemicall  industry: waste water plant, fermentation, agricultural products. 

Clearly,, batch processes are common in a variety of industries. Every industry itself 

hass its own characteristics. This is also reflected in the way batch reactors are 

operated.. As an example, in the food industry hygiene is very important. In the 

pharmaceuticall  industry regulations for the production of e.g. medicines is very strictly 

controlledd by the FDA (Food and Drug Administration). This makes the introduction 

off  new measurements or recipes more laborious. 

1.33 Features of a batch reactor 
Variouss features characterize a batch reactor. The most important features are 

highlightedd in the following. 

Batchh processes are recipe driven. If during the development phase a 

completedd batch run is known to have produced an on-spec product, the 

mostt important process variables from that batch are stored in a recipe. This 

recipee is then used for future batch runs aiming at consistent production of 

thee on-spec product. This means that initial concentration; temperatures, 

pressuress or dosing profiles of the reactants are fixed. The recipe itself is 

maintainedd using precise sequencing and automation of all required 

operations.. During the lifetime of a batch reaction, the recipe itself is 

continuouslyy adjusted and optimised. 

Thee reaction time of a batch is finite. The reaction time is often referred to as 

batchh time. 
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Thee batch duration can change a lot between different types of batch 

reactions.. For example, a polymerisation reaction may only take half an hour 

whilee a fermentation reaction can take several days. 

Thee conversion of the reactants is usually high (~ 90%). 

Thee behaviour of a batch process is non-linear and non-steady-state. 

Batchess processes can be operated in stages. 

Batchess can also be operated in semi-batch mode. This means that reactants 

aree being added into the reactor slowly instead of instantaneously. Semi-batch 

reactionss have the advantage of good temperature control and the capability 

off  minimizing unwanted side-reactions through the maintenance of a low 

concentrationn of one of the reactants. 

1.3.11 ADVANTAGES OF BATCH PROCESSING 
Forr large volume production, it is not advantageous to use batch processing. In such 

casess continuous production is preferred. However, batch processing is flexible in the 

sensee that different products can be made using the same equipment. This enables the 

supplierr to quickly respond to the customer needs. In principle, only the recipe needs 

too be changed in order to produce a different product. Some industries like die food 

andd pharmaceutical industry are highly regulated. 

Thee batch products can be tested and certified batch-by-batch, and from a 

regulatoryy point of view, it is easier to deal with. Furthermore, their low-volume, high-

valuee products characterize these industries. 

1.3.22 ON-LINE MEASUREMENTS OF BATCH DATA 

Batchh processes are often monitored using real-time measurements. The ideal on-line 

measurementt is simple, disturbance insensitive, cheap and accurate. Unfortunately, the 

lackk of instrument robustness or sample preparation time causes that most plant 

variabless are difficul t or even impossible to measure on-line. Process variables in a 

plantt can be categorized according to M. Soroush [1]: 
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Tablee 1 

Namee of group Brief description Examples s 

Basicc process 

variabless or 

engineering g 

variables s 

Plant-product t 

qualityy indices 

Measuredd readily on-line, to 

ensuree proper operation of 

plant. . 

Monitoredd by process engineer 

too ensure proper operation of 

plant,, rarely available on-line, 

obtainedd by laboratory sample 

analysis s 

Temperature,, pressure, liquid 

levels,, flow rates, feed 

composition,, stirring speed, 

compressorr duty, power 

supply. . 

Viscosity,, melt viscosity, 

density,, composition, pour 

point,, flash point, octane 

number,, molecular weight 

distribution. . 

End-productt Quantify product quality, 

qualityy indices referred as customer 

specifications,, complex and not 

welll  understood, until final 

productt is ready, abstract 

variablee (not quantifiable like 

colourr or taste) 

Impact/tear/adhesive e 

strength,, britdeness, elastic 

modulus. . 

DefinitionDefinition of process variables. 

Dataa from batch processes often concern the first category of Table 1. This set of 

dataa is often referred to as X-block or X-data. End-product quality7 indices (Y-data) 

aree very interesting from a monitoring point of view. Unfortunately, X-data is often 

nott completed with the Y-data. In the following, two types of engineering variables 

aree briefly discussed. Some figures wil l be shown to give the reader a taste of what 

batchh data looks like. 

1.3.2.11 Engineering variables 

I tt was already explained that batch data show non-linear dynamics. By looking at 

batchh data this becomes obvious. The conditions over time are continuously 

changing,, for example deactivation of catalyst in a reactor, fouling of a heat exchanger 

orr fluctuation of concentration and/or flowrate of the feed, etc. 
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Ann average number of on-line measurements for a batch process lies between 

77 to 15 process variables. In general most datasets are dominated by temperature and 

pressuree measurements. However, a priori, it is not always known which variables are 

usefull  for statistical process monitoring. 

Thee first example of typically engineering variables from a batch process 

concernss the production of paper pulp (TEMBEC-Canada). 
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Dutyy condensor 
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1000 0 

Powerr supply agigator 

T-middlee reactor 

Levell batch reactor 

T-outt cooling water condensor 
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Amountt refrigerant water jacket 
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T-topp reactor 

T-inn reactor jacket 
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Figuree 1 
On-lineOn-line measurements of a batch process for the production of paper pulp (TEMBEC). 

Forr this process, twenty-one process variables are measured on-line. Because of 

companyy policy reasons, die time units for the x-axes are omitted as well as the 

measurementt units on the y-axes. Some process variables show a dynamic behaviour 

withh a good signal to noise ratio such as the digester pressure and bottom 

temperature.. Other process variables show dynamic behaviour but suffer from a poor 

signall  to noise ratio (e.g. steam header temperature, steam header pressure). It can be 

seenn that some process variables represent the state of a valve (open/close). 
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Sometimess the state of a valve is given as a percentage between 0 % (close) and 100 % 

(open).. Also, the batch-to-batch repeatability for one process variable can be better 

thann another process variable. Another example concerns the production of polyvinyl 

chloridee (PVC) (A.A. Tates et al. [2]). The on-line measurements of fifteen process 

variabless are presented in the following figure: 

actdfllr*crcc Valve atm.. Vent valve steamm padding valve 

directt steam valve indirectt steam valve % temperaturee set point 

fir\ \ 
X X 

J J 
circulationn tamp topp tamp Wee discharge temp. 

M / / 
steamm header pressure circulationn pump amps % 

tyYyt% tyYyt% 
-  M 

100 0 

0 0 

HPP relief %(VP 

-^Lr-JL L 
bloww valve PO bloww tar* pressure SP bloww tank pressure PV 

conee dilution flow l/s 

1LJLdjJLJ_bi i 

utuip^jylji» » 

digg est* r pr «sur» 

bottomm temp. 

~~\~~\ / 
steamm header temp 

;:|AH^t t 
bloww valve %SP 

conee dilution valve 

Figuree 2 
On-lineOn-line measurements of a batch process for the production of PVC. 

Again,, the x-labels and y-labels are omitted. In contrast to the paper pulp data, the 

heatt management of this process is monitored (flow cooling water, reactor 

temperature,, jacket temperature). Since the production of PVC is highly exothermic, it 

iss important to monitor the heat management of the process for safety reasons. 

Sometimess it is possible to calculate new process variables from the measured ones. 

Thesee (new) calculated process variables could be added to the data set. 

Byy studying the trajectories of the process variables over time, valuable 

informationn can be obtained. This is the first step in analysing batch process data. 
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1.3.2.22 Spectroscopic data 

Anotherr type of batch data comprises the measurement of spectroscopic data (NIR, 

UV-VIS,, Raman). Although commonly this type of data is also referred to as 

engineeringg variables, their nature is quite different from e.g. temperature or pressure 

measurements. . 

Spectroscopicc measurements give mainly information about the chemistry of 

thee process and to some extend physical information whereas temperatures and 

pressuress describe mainly the physics. Also, temperature and pressure profiles are 

oftenn examined separately, while spectroscopic data is examined as a whole. 

Furthermore,, the number of measured process variables is much larger compared to 

thee traditional engineering datasets. It is not uncommon to measure more than 300 

wavelengths.. The treatment of spectroscopic data for multivariate analysis is also 

differentt (e.g. no scaling because all channels are measured in similar units). In the 

followingg figure, spectroscopic X-data from a urethane resin polymerisation process is 

presented.. The data represents the evolution of a single batch run and will be 

discussedd in more detail in Section 5.3. 

§§ 1 
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0> > 
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Figuree 3 
On-lineOn-line NIR spectroscopic measurements of a batch process for the production of a urethane resin. 
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Itt is quite common to present spectroscopic batch data in these 3D pictures. It is 

obviouss that visual inspection of spectral data for non-experts is cumbersome. The 

analysiss of batch data from spectroscopic sensors requires some additional knowledge 

nott commonly known by chemical engineers. 

Besidess engineering variables and spectroscopic measurements there are more process 

analyticall techniques to monitor the evolution of batch processes. Examples of such 

techniquess are: 

Microcalorimetricc monitoring (A. Menert et al. [3]). 

Ultrasoundd spectroscopy (C. Turner et al. [4]). 

Electronicc tongue (C. Turner et al. [4]) 

1.44 Why batch process monitoring? 
Processs monitoring is advantageous for many reasons. This is, of course, not only true 

forr batch processes but for industrial processes in general. However, the focus here is 

onn batch processes. 

1.4.11 SAFETY 
Somee batch reactions, like the polymerisation of polyvinyl chloride, are highly 

exothermic.. These exothermic reactions produce a considerable amount of heat that 

needss to be withdrawn from the reactor to avoid dangerous situations. In such case, it 

iss important to monitor the temperature management. Therefore, process monitoring 

iss used for safety reasons. 

1.4.22 PROCESS DISTURBANCES 
Inn the previous example, a process disturbance can lead to undesired side reactions 

duee to temperature upsets. Sometimes the filling of the reactor completely fails 

becausee the wrong valve is opened and a different reactant is added to the reactor. As 

aa result, undesired products are formed or unsafe situations can occur. Therefore, 

processs monitoring is done to prevent that process disturbances lead to 

environmentall stress and economic losses. 
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Thee batch time of biochemical processes such as the production of 

antibioticss can take up more than days. Early detection of process disturbances for 

thesee types of batch processes is highly wanted. First, detection of disturbances makes 

itt possible to correct the process if possible. Secondly, if the process cannot be 

correctedd anymore, the decision is taken to kill the current process in order to start a 

neww one. If such a decision can be made supported by process monitoring in an early 

stage,, valuable batch time is gained. Therefore, process monitoring leads to time and 

costt reduction. 

1.4.33 PROCESS UNDERSTANDING 
Onee way to optimise a process is to study its behaviour. Knowing exactly how the 

processs reacts on changing process conditions can help process engineers to make 

adjustmentss to the recipe of a batch process. Process monitoring is a useful tool for 

thesee purposes since the interaction between the various process variables is 

monitored.. The effect of process adjustments can immediately been monitored in 

multivariatee control charts. Process monitoring therefore is helpful for improving the 

processs understanding. 

1.4.44 PROCESS AND PRODUCT CONSISTENCY 
Thee consistency of how the batch recipe is realized is reflected in the measure process 

variables.. There will always be a certain amount of variation present in the process 

parameters.. This variation can influence the quality of the end-product. Take as an 

examplee the fact that the personnel work in shifts. Every shift will work with slightly 

differentt process tuning parameters. This will lead to variation in the batch time of the 

processs and/or product quality. It is important for the producer to reduce this 

variationn as much as possible so that his concurrent position improves. Products that 

doo not fulfil the quality constrains are often mixed with the product from a good 

batch.. In this way, the product still meets the product quality requirements. Process 

monitoringg therefore helps to make the process under consideration more consistent. 

1.4.55 CAPABILITY INDEX 

Inn industrial statistics it is common to express the performance of the process 

consistencyy in relation with the product consitency in terms of capability indices. The 

processs capability is the repeatability and consistency of the process with respect to 
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specificationss limits of a product parameter. Next, the capability indices are used to 

analysee whether a process, operating under normal conditions, is capable of meeting 

thee specifications limits of the end-product. 

Ass can be seen from the previous examples it is advantageous to monitor 

batchh processes. These advantages include topics such as environment, health and 

safety,, cost reduction, process consistency and process understanding. 

1.55 Statistical process control 
Thee theory of statistical batch process monitoring originated from statistical process 

control.. For that reason, it is interesting to take a look at the concepts of statistical 

processs control (SPC) and the development of statistical batch process monitoring 

throughh the years. 

1.5.11 IDEAS OF STATISTICAL PROCESS CONTROL 
Thee basic idea of the statistical approach of process control is that every industrial 

processs is liable to variations. This process variation will affect the quality of the end-

product.. When the fluctuations in the quality of the end-product are unacceptable, it 

iss worthwhile to study the process itself to see where the process variation enters and 

howw large it is. This thought was developed in the early 20's of the past century (W.A. 

Shewhartt [5]). Initialy SPC was developed for the manufacturing industry where the 

end-productt quality is direcdy measured (e.g. the diameter and length of a nail). Later 

on,, the end-product quality measurements where substituted by measuring the 

processs conditions. Ideally, the observed variance within the process conditions is 

relatedd to end-product quality. 

'Statisticall thinking' has two starting points. First, it is assumed that 

improvementt of the end-product is reached by reduction of process variation. To 

improvee the quality of the end-product it is useful to study the variation in the 

process.. Eventually, process monitoring leads to adjustments of the process. 

Secondly,, it is assumed that this process variation can be well monitored with 

thee use of control charts. Shewhart distinguishes two different kinds of variation: 
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-- Process variation that is inherent to the process itself (Common cause variation). 

-- Process variation that has an external cause (Special cause variation). 

Inn short, it is aspired to operate a process that is stable, has a minimum of 

variationn and produces an end-product that is on spec. In a process, the following 

situationss can occur: 

1)) The process is statistically in-control and the end-product fulfils the predetermined 

specifications.. This is the desired situation. Process faults are detected immediately. 

Whilee detecting the process fault, the cause can be located. 

2)) The process is statistically in-control but the product does not fulfil the 

predeterminedd specifications. This is an unwanted situation. The process is stable, but 

adjustmentss are needed. There are two possibilities. First, the process variation is too 

largee and needs to be decreased by e.g. revising the process design. Secondly, it is also 

possiblee that not all the required measurements are performed. In other words, the 

processs measurements indicate that the process is stable and reliable while somewhere 

inn the process some process variation is apparent that influences the end-product 

quality.. Further analysis by e.g. experimental design and additional measurements is 

desired. . 

3)) The process is statistically not in-control and the product fulfils the predetermined 

specifications.. This is also an unwanted situation. During the running time of the 

processs it cannot be predicted whether the product will meet the product 

specifications.. It is also possible that the product will not fulfil these specifications at 

all.. In such cases, localising the cause will be quite difficult. 

4)) The process is statistically out of control and the product does not fulfil the 

predeterminedd specifications. In these highly unwanted situations the whole process 

needss to be thoroughly examined. 
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1.5.22 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PROCESS MONITORING AND 
PROCESSS CONTROL 
Theree is often confusion between process monitoring and process control. Sometimes 

processs monitoring is actually done while it is named process control. This is for 

instancee the case for (multivariate) statistical process control (MSPC). (M)SPC is 

actuallyy a technique for monitoring processes but the designation suggest that process 

controll is performed. 

Processs control from a chemical engineering point of view boils down to the 

automatedd monitoring with well-defined control actions of a process, in which a 

computerr system is used to regulate the usually continuous operations or processes. 

Equipmentt that measures the variables of an industrial process, directs the process 

accordingg to control signals from the process computer system, and provides 

appropriatee signal transformation. SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) 

iss a software program for process control where data is collected in real time from 

remotee locations in order to control equipment and conditions. In the field of process 

controll terms like P, PI and PID controller are commonly used. It is important to 

notee that process control for batch processes is limited because of the non-linear 

behaviour. . 

However,, the definition of statistical process control is different. That is, SPC 

iss a well-established set of on-line, off-line and at-line mathematical tools, supported 

byy a wealth of software and manual systems, to determine and monitor the level of 

statisticall control demonstrated by a production process. In other words, the level of 

statisticall control is monitored. This is where the term monitoring came in. Therefore, 

thee terms SPC and process monitoring have the same meaning when used in the 

ongoingg to avoid misunderstandings. As of now, multivariate statistical process 

controll of batch processes is referred to as statistical batch process monitoring. 

1.5.33 METHODS FOR BATCH PROCESS MONITORING 
Thiss chapter gives a summary of possible methods for batch process monitoring. 

Thesee methods are for the majority based on SPC methods since SPC for batch 

processess originates from SPC. In order to give a more complete overview also some 

alternativee methods for batch process monitoring are shortly mentioned. 
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1.5.3.11 Fundamental models 

Onee choice for batch process monitoring is to use fundamental models (P. Nomikos 

&& J.F. MacGregor [6]). These models are based on fundamental mass or energy 

balancess that are commonly found in the field of chemical engineering. With the help 

off such models estimates of the underlying theoretical states of the process are 

provided.. Often these fundamental models are based on state estimation methods. 

Suchh methods combine a fundamental model of the process with on-line process 

measurementss to provide on-line, recursive estimates of the underlying theoretical 

statess of the batch processes (e.g. using a Kalman filter) (P. Nomikos & J.F. 

MacGregorr [6], K.A. Kosanovich et al. [7]) . 

However,, using theoretical fundamental models have some serious 

drawbacks.. Only for a very limited number of processes the models are accurate 

enough.. The chemistry of e.g. a biochemical reaction is far too complicated to be 

capturedd in a good working fundamental model. Furthermore, constructing such 

modelss is often very time consuming. This makes the use of e.g. state estimators 

impracticall for batch process monitoring purposes. 

1.5.3.22 Knowledge based approach 

Thee most pure form of a knowledge-based approach to monitor batch processes is 

thee recipe driven approach that is commonly used. The recipe is composed and 

adjustedd conform the experiences of process operators and researches. In case of 

processs faults, e.g. a sensor failure, the knowledge of the process operator is utilized 

too take action. 

Itt is obvious that such knowledge is transient since the loss of the process 

operatorr also includes the loss of process knowledge. However, each behavioral 

descriptionn can be associated with causal assumptions in a hierarchical structure. For 

eachh node in the hierarchy, diagnostic rules can be generated from the behavioral 

descriptions.. Thus the process model is represented by a set of qualitative and 

quantitativee descriptions based on the knowledge of process operators and engineers. 

Thesee are called rule-based expert systems. This approach is advantageous since it 

requiress no model. However, formulating the behavioral and causal descriptions is just 

ass difficult and time consuming as constructing a fundamental model. 

Anotherr approach to the problem of fundamental modeling is the use of 

neurall nets (P. Nomikos & J.F. MacGregor [6]). These neural nets can be used as 
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patternn identifiers in order to diagnose fault conditions in a batch process. However, 

suchh a model needs to be trained with data that contains numerous faulty batches. 

Thiss is practically never the case for batch processes. Interrogation of neural nets to 

assignn process faults is difficult. Therefore, neural nets are no good candidates for 

batchh process monitoring in terms of fault diagnosis. 

1.5.3.33 SPC 

Statisticall batch process monitoring originated from the field of SPC. The 

fundamentalss of statistical process control were described by W.A. Shewhart [5]. H. 

Hotellingg [8] was one of the first who introduced a multivariate approach for 

statisticall process control to monitor a process of a multivariate nature. J.E. Jackson 

[9]] then applied principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality of 

thee multivariate data. J.V. Kresta et al. [10] proposed a multivariate control technique 

forr continuous processes that uses PCA or projection to latent structures (PLS). 

Finally,, P. Nomikos & J.F. MacGregor [6] extended the concept of multivariate 

statisticall process control for batch processes. 

Itt is important to understand the development of statistical batch process 

monitoringg since terminology and concepts from different steps in this development 

aree often mixed. This leads to confusion and unnecessary mistakes. Therefore, a short 

overvieww is given of the development of statistical batch process monitoring starting 

withh classical SPC. 

1.5.3.3.11.5.3.3.1 Univariate charts: X, CUSUM, EWMA 

Univariatee charts are based on the measurement of only one property or individual 

observationn such as the mean of e.g. the diameter of a nail. The univariate charts are 

widelyy used in e.g. manufacturing industries and make up an important part of quality 

improvementss programs. In the following, the most common univariate charts will be 

discussedd briefly (D.C. Montgomery [11], R.E. Walpole & R.H. Myers [12]). 

1.5.3.3.1.11 X Chart 

Waltherr S. Shewhart first proposed the general theory of statistical control charts in 

thee early 30 's of the last century. A typical control chart is a graphical display of a 

qualityy characteristic that has been measured from a sample versus the sample number 

orr time (Figure 4). 
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Inn this figure, three lines can be 

distinguished.. The centerline 

representss the average value 

((J.)) of the quality characteristic. 

Thiss value corresponds to die 

in-controll state. The other two 

horizontall lines are the upper 

controll limit (UCL = 3a) and 

lowerr control limit (LCL = -

3o).. As long as the points fall 

betweenn the UCL and LCL, 

thee process is assumed to be 

statisticallyy in-control. The 

oppositee is true if a point plots 

outsidee these control limits. 

Thee process is assumed to be out of control. Action is required to locate the cause of 

thiss abnormal deviation from the in-control situation. It should be noted that there 

aree different rules for appointing a signal to be out of control (D.C. Montgomery 

[11]). . 

Figuree 4 

ExampleExample of a Shewhart X control chart. 

Thee setup for the X chart will be discussed according to a small example 

(D.C.. Montgomery [11]). The quality characteristic for a manufacture process of 

pistonn rings is given by the diameter of the piston ring. It is known that the average 

valuee for the diameter (jX = process mean) is 50 mm and the process standard 

deviationn is (7 = 0.015 mm. Ideally, the outcome of the average diameter x 

measuredd for n samples of pistons is 50 mm. In practice, this x average will always 

deviatee from jU . For sample sizes of e.g. n — 10, the standard deviation of the sample 

averagee x is calculated according to equation 1: 

0.015 5 

10 0 
== 0.0047 (( 1 ) 

Thiss is all the information needed to compute the UCL and LCL. In fact, die 

followingg hypothesis test is performed: 
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HH00:/U:/U = 50mm 

H^.JU^tH^.JU^t 50mm 

Withh a probability CC of erroneously determining that the process is out of control, 

thee null hypothesis is accepted if x 

500 + Z a / 2 (0 .0047) . Thus, the 

faUss between 50 -Za/2 (0.0047) and 

UCLL = 50 + Za/2 (0.0047) and d 

LCLL = 50 — Za/2 (0.0047). Sometimes, the value for Z is taken to be three. Typically, 

thiss choice is referred to as the three-sigma limits. The UCL and LCL then are plotted 

inn the control chart. The centre line CL of the control chart reflects the ideal value of 

thee average size of the piston diameter. An example of such a chart is given in Figure 

5. . 

Itt is important to note 

thatt it is assumed that 

xx is normally 

distributedd due to the 

centrall limit theorem. 

Also,, it is assumed that 

thee process mean and 

standardd deviation are 

known. . 

Closelyy related 

too the X chart are the 

RR chart (center line is Figure 5̂  

thee range for the data) Example of a X chart. 

andd S-chart (monitoring the sample standard deviation). The disadvantage of the X 

chartt is that small changes of the mean are not detected. Only shifts in the mean of 

magnitudee 1.5 (7 to 2 (7 or larger are effectively detected. 
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1.5.3.3.1.22 CUSUM chart 

Thee cumulative sum, or CUSUM chart, is a good alternative to detect small shifts of 

thee mean and was first proposed by E.S. Page [13]. Consider a control chart for the 

meann with a target for the process mean jU0, with the following observations 

x , ,x2,x3, . . .,xvv . The cusums are calculated according to: 

JJ j x] Mo Mo 

JJ 2 J, (̂  X2 //„ J 

S\S\ = S2-(x3-/X0) ,̂=ik-ft) ) (( 2 ) 

^ = ^ - 1 - ( • * • , - , " o ) ) 

Often,, the starting value for the CUSUM chart is set to zero. Small changes in the 

meann will result in a relatively large increase in the slope (positive or negative) of the 

CUSUMM chart. For this reason, tabular cusums and the V-mask form of the cusum 

aree used. In the following figure, a CUSUM chart is presented using a V-mask see 

D.C.. Montgomery [11] for a more detailed discussion. 

\\ / 
V V 

A A 
ii / ' \ • • • 

/ / 
11 ƒ i . i 

out-of-conn trol 
signal l 

j*** ï̂ï sample 
rr  nambet 

Figuree 6 
ExampleExample of a CUSUM chart with V-mask. Source: 

http://www.ub.rug.n1/eldoc/dis/eco/j.e.wieringa/c5.pdf f 
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1.5.3.3.1.33 EWM A chart 

Anotherr alternative to detect small shifts of the mean is the exponentially weighted 

movingg average (EWMA) chart. The performance of the EWMA chart is equivalent 

too the CUSUM chart, although the EWMA is easier to set up and to operate (D.C. 

Montgomeryy [11]). The following chart statistic is plotted: 

£ = A x , + ( l - A ) £ _ tt ( 3 ) 

Here,, A is a constant value between zero and one. The starting value of ^0 =^/ 0 , 

wheree {l0 is the starting value of the average value JU of the quality characteristic. If 

alll the previous values Zi-\^Zi-2^'"Zo a r e substituted in equation 3, it follows that 

Forr the calculation of the chart statistic %, the means of the past and current are 

considered.. However, the 'older' die mean, the less weight it receives. The centre line, 

UCLL and LCL for the EWMA chart can be calculated as follows: 

UCLL = Mo + i ^ ^ [ l - ( l - A f ] 

C L - / / 0 0 

L C LL = ^ 0 - L C T | ^ I [ I - ( 1 - A ) 2 ' ] 

Ann example of an EWMA chart is given in Figure 7: 
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Figuree 7 
ExampleExample of an EWMA chart. Source: http: /'/ ' ewma.ktm 

Inn the upper graph of Figure 7 a X (Shewhart) chart is given of an arbitrary process. 

Inn the lower graph of Figure 7 an EWMA chart is given of the same process. As can 

bee seen, the EWMA chart gives a better performance in detecting a small shift from 

thee mean. 

1.5.3.3.1.44 Average ru n length 

Forr univariate charts, decisions regarding sample size and sampling frequency are 

evaluatedd through the average run length (ARL) of the control charts (D.C. 

Montgomeryy [11]). The average run length is defined as the average number of 

observationss up to and including the first-out-of-control observation. The ARL is a 

functionn of 5 where 8 represents a shift of the mean. The ARL (0) for any Shewhart 

chartt can be calculated as follows: 

ARL=ARL=W)W) ( 5 } 

Where/»» is the probability that any point exceeds the limits in the control chart. 

Forr a X chart with three sigma limits (P(0) = 0.0027) the ARL (0) when the 

processs is in-control is 370. In other words, every 370 observations an out-of-control 
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signall is generated while the process is in-control. This is also called a false alarm. The 

averagee time to signal (ATS) is calculated as follows: 

ATSATS = ARLh ( 6 ) 

Wheree h is the time (in hours or seconds) that samples are apart. 

1.5.3.3.21.5.3.3.2 Multivariate control charts 

Thee univariate charts typically deal with single observations. However, when the 

variabless are correlated (which is often the case for an industrial process), 

superimposingg univariate charts is not a very accurate method of monitoring 

processess because relationships between the variables are not taken into account. In 

thiss section, the focus will be on multivariate data originating from continuous 

processes.. The reason for this is that the concepts of multivariate process control for 

batchh processes are similar to multivariate process control for continuous processes. 

However,, in transferring the methodology from continuous to batch processes, there 

aree some issues that are not straightforward. In the following, the concepts of 

multivariatee statistical process control for continuous process are highlighted. This 

willl be helpful when the theory on statistical batch process monitoring is extensively 

discussed. . 

Processs measurements of / process variables are obtained at K time intervals 

onn a continuous process and collected in the data matrix X (KxJ). Preprocessing the 

processs data X is a first step as will be discussed later. For the following discussion, it 

iss assumed that the data is properly pre-processed. Furthermore, X is believed to 

representt in-control observations. 

1.5.3.3.2.11 Continuous processes without dimension reduction 
Inn 1947 Hotelling introduced the T2 statistic as a method to apply statistical quality 

controll to correlated data with a multivariate nature (H. Hotelling [8]). This summary 

statisticc enables easy control charting and allows for detecting faults of highly 

correlatedd measurements. In the case of continuous processes for chemical 

applications,, K measurements of / process variables are measured every time interval. 

Thesee measurements can be arranged in a matrix X (KxJ). For a new measurement 

Xneww (/x l ) t n e t e s t statistic T2 is calculated according to: 
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TT22=(x„=(x„ tata-x-xaa)S-\x)S-\xneitneit.-x.-xaa)) ( 7 ) 

wheree S (J x J) is the estimated covariance matrix of X and xa is the target value or 

grandd mean. Here, the sample size n of one single measurement equals 1. Therefore, if 

thee goal is to obtain an in-control set of observations as described in the training 

phase,, the UCL is given by (N.D. Tracy et al. [14]): 

(K-\)(K-\)2 2 

UCL=^^ ^ B ( a ; ; / 2 ; ( X - / - l ) / 2 ) ( 8 ) 
K K 

wheree K is the number of samples, J is the number of process variables and B is the 

Betaa distribution with a confidence level OC and (J/2, I-/-1/2) degrees of freedom. The 

UCL»™,, to use for detecting changes from the in-control process for new independent 

observationss are given by: 

UCLUCL-- = K{K^j) F{a'J;K~J) ( 9 } 

wheree Kis the number of samples, ƒ is the number of process variables and F is the re

distributionn with a confidence level a and (J, K-J) degrees of freedom. 

Ann important note here is that all measured process variables are used and no 

dimensionn reduction takes place. With a large number of correlated process variables 

thiss approach breaks down, e.g., S might become (nearly) singular. 

1.5.3.3.31.5.3.3.3 Megavariate control charts 

Thiss section discusses the situation where dimension reduction is required for 

multivariatee statistical process monitoring. This has some important consequences for 

e.g.. the type of control charts that is used. Furthermore, the concepts of this approach 

aree very similar to those of statistical batch process monitoring. 

1.5.3.3.3.11 Continuous processes with dimension reduction 

Inn a chemical process, during process operation many process variables are collected 

andd the dimensions of X may be become large in the second mode J. Since this large 

numberr may cause singularity problems, it is advantageous to reduce the 

dimensionalityy of the data. PCA is a multivariate statistical method well suited for this 
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purpose.. J.E. Jackson [15] was one of the first who applied a principal component 

analysiss in this context. 

AA PCA decomposes the matrix X into the sum of R outer products of scores 

tt and loadings p (systematic part) plus a residual part E. 

XX = ^ t r p ; + E = T F + E 
f—\f—\ model explained residuals 

(( 10 ) 

wheree T (XxR) is the score matrix, P (/XR) contains the loadings and E (KXj) is the 

residuall matrix. A geometrical representation of equation 10 is given in Figure 8. 

e:: (nh row of E 

Figuree 8 
GraphicalGraphical representation of projecting a sample in a dimension reduced space. 

Oncee the model plane, spanned by the columns of P, is defined, the scores and 

residualss for a new-scaled measurement x„eK, (/Xl) are found by projection on the 

modell plane. This is a regression problem: 

xx = Pt + e 
AAnewnew * * new ' *- new 

(( 11 ) 
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Thee D-statistic describes the Mahalanobis distance from the projection on the model 

planee to the centre of the model plane, and describes the systematic variation in the 

data.. The centre of the model plane corresponds to the average process behaviour. 

Thee ^PE-statistic represents the Euclidian distance between the measurement vector 

andd its projection on the model plane. This distance describes the variation in the data 

thatt is inconsistent with the model. 

Thee test statistics are calculated according to 

ii neytneyt =(P'P)-ip'x„fU. =P 'x« w -» D = C M S-V„ . ( 12 ) 

*~*~  new Aflfw **-  new ' ^ACI —CnfH . Cw>r \ IS) J 

Here,, S (R x R) is the variance-covariance matrix of the scores T (ƒ x R) and is 

diagonall since the scores are orthogonal. Subsequently, the test statistics are plotted in 

thee control charts and x™ is assigned to be statistically out of control if one of the 

controll charts signals. The UCL for the D-statistic is the same as given in equation 9 

exceptt t ha t / is replaced by R. The UCL for the SPE-statistic is the critical value SPEa. 

Thee derivation of this critical value is given byj.E.Jackson [15]. 

1.5.3.3.41.5.3.3.4 Statistical batch process monitoring 

Thee principles of statistical batch process monitoring are very similar to the concepts 

forr monitoring continuous processes in a dimension reduced space. First, a sufficient 

numberr of batches is collected that represent normal operating conditions (NOC 

batches).. This data set is then modelled in a reduced space using PCA. The latent 

variabless (scores and residuals) form the reference distributions of these batches. The 

scoress form the basis of the D-chart whereas the residuals form the base for the SPE-

chart.. The control limits for these control charts are calculated from their reference 

distributions.. Then, the multivariate measurement (at time interval k) from a 

completelyy new batch is projected on the same dimension reduced space as the NOC 

batches.. The D and SPE-s tads tic for this new batch are calculated from the scores 

andd residuals. These statistics are plotted in the control chart. In this manner, a batch 

cann be monitored in an on-line fashion. It can also be desirable to perform a so-called 

post-batchh analysis. As soon as a new batch is finished, the collection of all the 

measurementss over time are to be projected in the dimension reduced space at once. 
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Thee foregoing is a description of statistical batch process monitoring in a 

nutshell.. In the next chapters, every aspect of this approach will be discussed in a 

step-wisee manner. This is called the I.T.A.-trajectory. 

1.5.44 MULTIVARIAT E CHART S VERSUS UNIVARIAT E CHART S 

I tt  was shown in the previous chapters that univariate charts could be used for process 

monitoring.. For batch processes, a X chart can be constructed for each separate 

processs variable. Then, the average value for each process variable is plotted at each 

timetime interval k. However, these univariate charts have some drawbacks that can be 

dealtt with by using multivariate charts for statistical batch process monitoring. Some 

off these disadvantages are briefly discussed in the following. 

1.5.4.11 Abundancy of control charts 

Thee average batch reactor is equipped with ten to thirty sensors that measure typical 

engineeringg variables such as pressures and temperatures. If univariate charts are 

beingg used, one control chart is constructed for every single process variable. This 

leadss to an overabundance of univariate control charts. This can be considered as a 

drawbackk since it is inconvenient to monitor 30 charts at the same time. 

Thiss problem becomes even worse when a spectroscopic instrument is 

mountedd to the reactor. Such an instruments records more than 500 —1000 

wavelengthss every time interval. This can be overcome by using multivariate charts: 

thee D and SPE-chart. The performance of the process can be followed over time in 

onlyy two control charts. When the chart statistic is out-of-control in one of the charts, 

thee cause of the process fault can be localized using contribution plots (P. Miller et al. 

[16],, J.A. Westerhuis et al. [17]). The ideas about contributions plots are discussed in 

moree detail in the ongoing. 

1.5.4.1.11.5.4.1.1 False alarm rate 

Iff a chart statistic is plotted outside the control limits while the process is actually in-

conn trol, a false alarm occurred. The probability of a false alarm using n multiple 

univariatee charts simultaneously plotting in-control is not 1 — a . If a process is in-

control,, the probability of plotting n means in-control is (l - o) n since each chart has 

aa probability of 1-oc . Thus, the joint probability of a type I error is much larger: 1-

(ll -or) n . This gives no trust in the control charts by the process operator. Often, the 
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processs operator picks out only one chart that is of value to the operator. The other 

chartss are being ignored because of the high false alarm rate. 

1.5.4.1.1.11 Multivariat e natur e 

Statisticall batch process monitoring models capture the auto-correlation and cross-

correlationn among the process variables. This information is translated in the D and 

JPfi-chart.. This gives the operator an extra tool and valuable information about the 

batchh process. If the correlation changes due to a process upset, a signal is given in 

onee of the control charts. The detection of a fault in multivariate control charts is 

illustratedd in the following figure: 

SPE-chifl l 
11 1 r r 

!"nee [nail pos*i] 

O-cfxrt t 
T—— — — i T r- — r 

tlm** [data ptHftfij 

Figuree 9 
DetectionDetection of a fault in multivariate control charts. 

Clearly,, the fault that occurred around time interval 6 -10 is detected in the J"PE-chart. 
Univariatee control charts for the two faulty process variables are given in the 
followingg figure: 
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PVV 1 PV 2 

t imee [data points] t ime [data points] 

Figuree 10 
UnivariateUnivariate control chart. 

Itt can be seen from Figure 10 that the process fault goes unnoticed using univariate 

controll charts. This happens because the multivariate nature of the process variables 

iss not taken into consideration. 

Neww events that are not captured by the PCA model are detected in the SPE-

chartt (e.g. a sensor failure). Sometimes the modelled correlation among process 

variabless is still intact but the joint variation is larger than normal. This will result in an 

outt of control signal in the D-chart. In this way, faults can be categorized or 

diagnosedd according to the detection in one of the control charts. 
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1.66 Nowadays monitoring of batch 

processes s 
Itt is interesting to know how monitoring of a batch process is actually performed in 

practice.. First, the theory of statistical batch process monitoring is only ten years old 

(T.. Kourti [18]). It is common that academic research is implemented in industry with 

aa time delay. Clearly, there has been a strong trend in the ascent of data acquisition 

systemss (SCADA) and distributed control systems (DCS) in process plants. It seems 

thatt systems like SCADA is well suited for data driven approaches such as statistical 

batchh process monitoring. However, SCADA software originally is designed in a 

processs control environment. The demand for process control software is mainly 

reliabilityy and a long lifetime. Therefore, developments in this type of software are 

slow,, not to mention of incorporating monitoring tools. Also, the management of the 

largee amounts of data that are being collected is cumbersome. This makes it e.g. 

almostt impossible to withdraw historical data from a database system in a simply 

manner.. These are serious problems that need to be overcome first. However, there 

aree rules within the pharmaceutical industry, dedicated by the FDA, how to automate 

batchh processes. This forces the producer more or less to build modular batch control 

software.. This makes accessing the data a lot more efficient and therefore more 

attractivee to statistical batch process monitoring. 

Thee most common way that industrial batch processes are operated is 

accordingg to a recipe. Customized software enables the producer to operate these 

batchess fully automated. This is probably the most widely used method for batch 

processs monitoring. Many applications exist where the implementation of these 

softwaree modules lead to improved product quality and reduced loss of operating 

time.time. These software packages do not contain sophisticated monitoring tools like 

multivariatee control charts and the success of these packages can be ascribed to the 

increasedd level of knowledge about the batch process itself then due to the software. 

However,, also commercially software packages are available that offer the 

opportunityy for on-line statistical batch process monitoring. The major drawback of 

thesee software packages is that quite often they are not compatible with the platforms 

usedd in the process plant. It is foreseen that the next generation software packages will 
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overcomee this obstacle. It also requires a mentality change of the personnel that often 

stickss to the classical way of monitoring processes. 

Consideringg this positive development together with the increasingly 

becomingg important data-flood problem, it seems the share of statistical batch process 

monitoringg tools will grow compared to conventional monitoring systems. 

1.6.11 LITERATURE & SOFTWARE 
Thee pioneering work in this field is presented in die work of Nomikos and 

MacGregorr in the early nineties. Based on their work, several extensions and 

modificationss have been proposed in the last 10 years. In the following, an overview is 

givenn of the most relevant publications in this field. The publications are listed under 

thee headings: pioneering articles, statistics, extensions/- methodologies and 

comparisonn and evaluations. 

Tablee 2 

Articles s 

Pioneering g 

Statistics s 

Extentions s 
& & 
Evaluation n 

Applications s 

P.. Nomikos & J.F. MacGregor [6], P. Nomikos & J.F. MacGregor 
[19],, P. Nomikos & J.F. MacGregor [20], P. Nomikos [21], J.F. 
MacGregorr & P. Nomikos [22] 
G.E.P.. Box [23], J.E.Jackson [9], J.E.Jackson & G.S. Mudholkar [24], 
J.E.Jacksonn [15], J.V. Kresta et al. [10], H.-J. Ramaker et al. [25], S. 
Woldd [26],J.E.Jackson & G.S. Mudholkar [24], N.D. Tracy et al. [14], 
P.. Nomikos &J.F. MacGregor [19], E.B. Martin et al. [27] 
S.. Wold et al. [28], A.A. Tates et al. [2], J.A. Westerhuis et al. [29], 
E.N.M.. Sprang et al. [30], T. Kourti [18], S. Rannar et al. [31], R. 
Boquéé & A.K. Smilde [32], K.S. Dahl et al. [33], PJ . Gemperline et al. 
[34],, A. Kassidas et al. [35], A. Kassidas et al. [36], B. Lennox et al. 
[37],, D J . Louwerse & A.K. Smilde [38], S. Rannar et al. [31], A.K. 
Smildee & H.A.L. Kiers [39], R. Boqué & A.K. Smilde [40], E.N.M. 
Vann Sprang et al. [41], J.A. Westerhuis et al. [42] 
S.. Albert & R.D. Kinley [43], B. Lennox et al. [37], E.B. Martin et al. 
[27],, D. Neogi & C.E. Schlags [44], P. Nomikos [45], A.A. Tates et al. 
[2],, B. Lennox et al. [37], K.A. Kosanovich et al. [7], J.A. Westerhuis 
ett al. [46] 

UteratureUterature overview statistical batch process monitoring. 
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Theree are many commercial statistical software packages available. However, 

commerciall software focussing on batch processes is limited. The two leading 

softwaree packages are SIMCA-P+ developed by Umetrics in Sweden and MSPC+ 

developedd by MDC technology in the U.K. Both packages can be used for off-line 

andd on-line process monitoring. 
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